
 
 

 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SPECIAL CASE 

IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE BILASIPARA 

Present:- Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

        Special Judge, Bilasipara 

Special Case No- 14 of 17 

u/s 4 of POCSO Act 

STATE 

Versus 

Masum Nur Siddique  

                               Accused person 

(Corresponding to GR case No- 1315/17 u/s 448/506/34 I.P.C. r/w section 4 

of POCSO Act) 

 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:- Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Special P.P. 

For the accused:- Mr. Mozahar Ali Pradhani & Mr. Tofazal Hoque, Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case    :- 16-08-17 

Date of Framing charge          :- 07-11-17 

Date of prosecution evidence   :- 21-11-17, 19-12-17, 25-01-18, 

          08-03-18, 19-12-17 

Statement of accused recorded on  :- 22-03-18 

Date of Argument                       :- 05-04-18 & 03-05-17 

Judgment delivered                 :- 15-05-18 

Sentence hearing                      :- 17-05-18 

Sentence Pronounced   :- 17-05-18 
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JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case in brief is that on 15-08-17 at about 02.00 pm 

accused Masum Nur Siddique ( in short Masum) entered into the house of 

informant taking advantage of absence of informant and his wife and 

committed rape on informant’s victim daughter gagging her mouth by cloth. 

As a result victim daughter of informant became senseless. After 1/ 1 ½ 

hours of occurrence when informant came to his house they found their 

victim daughter in unconscious state. Thereafter they sprinkle water on their 

victim daughter and after gaining sense victim told them about the incident. 

Later on, on the same day at the evening hours other accused persons Abdul 

Sk., Sopia Bibi, Moinul Hoque, Abdul Ahab and Opia Begum entered into the 

house of informant and threatened the informant not to lodge ejahar against 

the accused persons. To this fact father of the victim Nur Amin Hoque lodged  

written ejahar before Nayahat Police out post.  

Investigation 

2. Officer-in-charge of Bilasipara police station on receiving the ejahar 

from incharge Nayahat Out Post lodged by Nur Amin Hoque registered a 

police case vide Bilasipara Police Case No. 853/17 under section 448/506/34 

I.P.C. r/w section 4 of POCSO Act and SI Muktajur Rahman was entrusted to 

conduct the investigation of the case and after completion of investigation 

I/O submitted charge sheet against the accused person named herein above 

u/s 4 of POCSO Act and cognizance taken. 

Charge 

3. After hearing learned counsel for both sides and perusal of material 

on record charge u/s 4 of POCSO Act was framed against the accused person 

Masum Nur Siddique and when charges are read over and explained to the 

accused person he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

Trial 

4. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused person, 

prosecution adduce evidence of all together 14 number of witnesses including 

one court witness and exhibited 6 nos. of documents. PW-1 Nur Amin Hoque, 

PW-2 victim, PW-3 Sufaddi Sk., PW-4 Arjina Bibi, PW-5 Kasem Ali, PW-6 
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Moklesh Ali, PW-7 Safijul Islam @ Taloi, PW-8 Nur Hussain, PW-9 Saleha Bibi, 

PW-10 Sahida Bibi, PW-11 Nur Jamal Sk, PW-12 Dr. Muskura Ahmed, PW-13 

SI Muktajur Rahman and CW-1 Md. Bahadur Islam. Ext-1 Statement of victim 

recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C, Ext-2 Ejahar, Ext-3 Medical Report, Ext-4 Report of 

Radiologist, Ext-5 Sketch Map, Ext -6 Charge Sheet. After closure of the 

prosecution evidence, statement of the accused person recorded u/s 313 

Cr.P.C. Accused plea is denial, however declined to adduced evidence in 

support of the plea of denial.  

 

 

5.                 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

 

i) Whether accused on 15-08-17 at about 02.00 pm at village 

Jogirmohal Pt. I under Bilasipara PS, committed penetrative sexual 

assault on informant’s minor daughter entering into his house?   

 

PROSECUTION ARGUMENT 

6. Ld. Addl. P.P. made submission that this is a case of penetrative 

sexual assault of victim who is aged about 12 years and her evidence is un-

shaken, consistent with her earlier statement, un-assailable. More so, her 

statement is corroborated by other PWs and evidence of victim alone 

established prosecution charge against the accused. He further submitted 

that as victim was examined by doctor after passing of 2 days, recent sign of 

sexual assault/intercourse may not be found  and medical report also shown 

age of victim is 15 years and ejahar shown  date of birth of victim is 27-01-05 

which is tallied with the copy of birth certificate filed by the IO and all the 

factor shown that victim was minor at the time of incident and accused 

committed penetrative sexual assault on victim which is punishable under 

section 4 of the POCSO Act. He further argued as to why victim and her 

family members would falsely implicate the accused could not be brought by 

defence during cross examination of victim and there is no plea of animosity 

taken by the defence at the time of cross examination of victim and her 

family members.  Evidence of PW-7 does not pointed that he was present at 

02.00 pm and prosecution evidence established the prosecution charge of 

section 4 of POCSO Act against the accused Masum Nur Siddique beyond all 

reasonable doubt.  
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DEFENCE ARGUMENT 

7. Ld. defence counsel argued that age of the victim as per medical 

report is 15 years and this is not the accurate age and is only opinion of the 

expert. Prosecution did not exhibit the school certificate or birth certificate of 

the victim and if 3 years is added to the age of victim then she becomes 18 

years above and therefore, she is not minor and section 4 of the POCSO Act 

does not attract. In support of his pleading ld. defence counsel relied the 

decision of Sandeep Tamang Vs. State of Sikkim 2016 Cri.L.J 4706;   

8. The second point raised by ld. defence counsel is that there is an 

error in the date of lodging ejahar stated by the writer in his evidence. 

Therefore the Ext-2 ejahar is doubtful and prosecution case which is based on 

the ejahar does not stand. He further submitted that there is delay in filing of 

ejahar which is un-explained and therefore case is fatal for the prosecution 

case and ld. Defence counsel relied the decision of Aleh Ahmed Vs. State of 

Assam 2014(2) GLJ 663.   

9. Thirdly ld. defence counsel submitted that there is two story in 

prosecution case. PW-7 stated that they played ludo and while playing ludo 

game they bet Rs. 5. Victim girl lost the game and accused wanting the 

betting money which victim girl refused and therefore the case has been filed 

and as two story comes, one is playing of ludo game and another is rape on 

the victim the story which is favorable to the accused would stand and 

prosecution story of penetrative sexual assault on victim is totally false and 

prosecution case does not stand against the accused. He submitted that 

evidence of PW-7 cannot be relied by the prosecution if he has stated any 

fact in favour of the prosecution. Ld. defence in support of his pleading relied 

on the decision of Gani Miah & Ors. Vs. State of Tripura 2012(6) GLJ (NOC) 

80 

10. Ld. defence counsel further submitted that victim stated different 

version on the different stage.  Before court she stated that her parents went 

to field but in her statement recorded u/s 161 & 164 Cr.P.C. Victim stated 

that her parents went to hospital and further her statement is in-consistent 

and contradictory and relied the decision of Jayram Kakati Vs State of Assam 

2013 (5) GLJ194 ; Tularam Rai @ Gori Rai Vs. State of Assam 2017 Cri.LJ; 

Allauddin Vs. State of Assam 2003(2) GLJ 578.  

11. Ld. defence counsel further submitted that there is two views coming 

from the medical report and ocular evidence. Ocular evidence is that victim 

was raped but medical evidence does not shown any sign of rape and 
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therefore, there being two views on medical, ocular and medical report and 

there is no injury mark, medical evidence will stands upon ocular evidence in 

the present case and accused entitle benefit and relied the decision of Tula 

Ram Rai @ Gorey Rai Vs. State of Sikkim 2017 Cri.L.J 4693; Md. Islam Uddin 

Vs. State of Assam & Ors. 2012(6) GLJ 381;      

12. Ld. defence counsel further submitted that in a rape case sole 

evidence of victim can be based for convicting the accused but in the present 

case evidence of victim is in-consistent with her earlier statement and same is 

not tallied and in medical report no injury found and her uncorroborated   

evidence cannot be relied upon and evidence on record fully contradictory 

and relied decision of  Joyram Kakati Vs. State of Assam 2013(5) GLJ (NOC) 

194;  Lal Singh @ lala Vs. State of Himachal Pradesh 2016 Cri.L.J 2736 and  

Yusufbhai Sureyamemon Vs State of Gujarat R/CR.A/280/15 

13. Ld. defence counsel submitted that the contradictory evidence of 

victim and other PWs and in-consistent statement of the victim, differences in 

medical and ocular evidence made prosecution case un reliable and accused 

entitle benefit of doubt.  Ld. Defence counsel in support of his pleading relied 

on decision of Krishnegowda and Other Vs. State of Karnataka by Arkalugud 

Police 2017 Cri.L.J 2830   

 

EVIDENCE 

14. PW-1 Nur Amin Hoque is informant of this case. His evidence is that 

victim is his daughter. On 15-08-17 at about 03.00pm incident was took place 

while he and his wife was not present at his home. He deposed at that time 

he and his wife went to clear the weeds in their field and his victim daughter 

was alone at home. On returned home, they found their daughter in an 

unconscious state, they sprinkle of water and she regain senses and on being 

asked she (victim daughter) told them that in their absence, accused Masum 

entered into the house from back door, grabbed her and committed rape on 

her and she sustained injury on her body. He deposed thereafter he went to 

his elder brother’s home and narrated incident to him and at that time, family 

members of accused created nuisance. He deposed as time was flood season, 

he lodged the ejahar on next day and writing the ejahar by one scribe. 

Thereafter, his victim daughter was medically examined and produced before 

the Magistrate to record her statement. In cross he stated he had lodged 

the ejahar on 18-08-17 and ejahar was written through scribe and incident 
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was occurred 2 days prior to the lodging of ejahar. He stated police came to 

their house after two days of lodging ejahar. He stated at the time of incident 

he went to field and he took his younger son along with him. He stated he 

came home at about 05.00 pm and after hearing the incident from his 

daughter, he straight away went to the house of his elder brother. He stated 

he went to the field at 08.00 am and as police did not ask him where he had 

gone, he did not tell police that he went to his field to clean weeds. He stated 

after finding his daughter in unconscious state he became busy with her and 

as such did not pay notice what dress his daughter was wearing on the day 

of incident. He denied the fact that on the day of incident his daughter was 

playing ludo with accused and Safijul and they fixed Rs. 5 bet while playing 

ludo and his daughter lost the game twice and accused asked his daughter to 

pay her share of Rs. 5 and to that his daughter fainted.      

15. PW-2 is the victim of this case. Her evidence is that incident was took 

place on 15-08-17 at their residence at about 02.00/ 02.30 pm. On the day of 

incident her parents went to field to clean weeds and she was alone at house. 

At that time accused Masum entered into their house while she was sitting on 

the chair and he gagged her mouth with her chunni, touched her breast and 

took her to bed and forcefully committed rape on her against her will and 

consent and then again accused lift her from bed and put her on ground and 

again rape on her, accused torn her wearing apparels, beaten her and rape 

her after raping accused left her. She further deposed after rape she became 

unconscious and when her parents came home they sprinkle water and she 

regain sense and noticed her father sprinkling water on her. Thereafter she 

told about the incident of rape on her committed by accused Masum to her 

parents and her father went to the house of her paternal uncle and she heard 

that when her father went to the house of her paternal uncle accused’s 

relative created nuisance there and due to flood her father could not take her 

to doctor on the day of incident. After lodging of ejahar she was taken to 

Dhubri by police for medical examination and she was also produced before 

the Magistrate where-in her statement was recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C. In 

cross she stated they are five siblings and one siblings got married and 

presently she is eldest at home and her next sibling is her sister 9 year old, 

next to her is her brother aged about 7 years and next to him is her brother 

aged about 3 years. She stated on the day of incident school was closed and 

there is water everywhere. However, there was no flood water in their 

compound and house and at the time of incident her three siblings were not 
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present. She stated on the day of incident she was wearing midi skirt of 

check print and blue colour tee. She stated accused never comes to their 

house before the incident. She stated her father lodged ejahar after one day 

of incident and accused family member giving threatening on the day of 

incident and came to attack her father at about 07.00 pm. She stated when 

accused committed rape on her she was bleeding and accused tied her hands 

at the time of incident. She stated as police did not ask her whether her 

hands were free or not, she did not state before the police this fact. She 

stated accused holds her, holds her hand and gagged her mouth and she did 

not get chance to shout and scratch. She stated accused committed rape on 

her for half an hour and after half an hour of incident her parents came home 

and she told incident to her father, mother and uncle and other persons. She 

stated she became senseless after accused left their home and when she 

regained her sense she saw her parents sprinkle water on her. She stated her 

father brought medicine from one of their nearby doctor and as police did not 

ask her whether her father bring medicine on the day of incident, she did not 

state before police same thing. She denied the fact that on the day of 

incident herself, accused and Taloi and her other sibling were playing ludo 

and she loss the game and accused Masum demanded money as she lost the 

game and so she made acting and Masum and Taloi left their home on call by 

accused. She stated her statement was recorded by Ld. Magistrate on 19-08-

07 and police did not seize her wearing apparel. 

16. Evidence of CW-1 Md. Bahadur Islam is that he knows informant Nur 

Amin Hoque and he wrote the ejahar of this case vide Ext2 and Ext-2(1) is his 

signature. He deposed he wrote Ext-2 ejahar as dictated by informant and he 

had read over the content of the ejahar after writing and thereafter informant 

put his thumb impression in his presence after understanding the content of 

ejahar. In cross he stated he had given his full signature on the ejahar as 

scribe of the ejahar and under his signature he had put the date 10-08-17.  

He denied that he had written false ejahar and therefore he did not fell 

necessary to hear the victim. 

17. Evidence of PW-3 Sufaddi Sk. is that incident was took place on 15th 

August 2017 during flood season and he heard that accused Masum entered 

into the house of informant Nur Amin Hoque. In cross he stated he heard 

from the passerby that accused entered into the house of informant but he 

can’t say his name.  
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18. PW-4 Arjina Bibi is the mother of victim girl. She deposed incident was 

took place on 15th August 2017during flood season at about 02.00 pm and on 

the day of incident she and her husband went to their paddy filed to take 

stock of flood situation and when  they returned home at 05.00 pm, they  

found their victim daughter lying un conscious on the floor of their house. 

Thereafter she sprinkle water on her face and when her daughter regain 

sense, her victim daughter told them that in their absence accused Masum 

entered into their house, lifted her, made her lying on ground and then put 

her on bed and again accused put her on ground and in the manner accused 

had committed rape on her. Thereafter, they informed the matter to the 

other family member resided at their puran house, brought medicine from a 

nearby pharmacy, informed the incident to parents of accused and when she 

reached home she heard that Sofior, Opior create chaos at their puran house. 

She deposed one bichar was held but accused did not followed the bichar and 

therefore her husband lodged the case. She further deposed police recorded 

her statement, statement of her daughter and took her daughter for medical 

examination and her daughter was produced before the magistrate to record 

her statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C. In cross she stated she and her husband went 

to the paddy field on the day of incident. They reached home at 05.00 pm 

and left at 08.00 am.  She stated Meeting was held at their puran house and 

Nurjamal, Kashem, Fazu, Sahidul and many others were present in the said 

meeting. She stated on that day her daughter was wearing blue top and 

check bottom dress and when she entered the room, she found her victim 

daughter lying on floor and her hands were on her side. She denied defence 

suggestion that on the day of incident her daughter playing ludo with accused 

and Safijul @ Taloi and they fixed 5 Rs. bet while playing ludo and accused 

win twice and her daughter was asked to pay her share of Rs. 5  to that  an  

altercation took place in between her victim daughter and accused Masum 

and Taloi. 

19. Evidence of PW-5 Kasem Ali is that incident was took place on 15th 

August during flood season and while he was working, he heard from woman 

folk talking that accused Masum entered into the house of victim girl and  

after one day of incident he heard that they were playing ludo. In cross he 

stated he heard that victim girl was playing ludo with one Safijul.  He stated 

he can’t say the name of woman folk. 

20. PW-6 Moklesh Ali deposed incident was took place on 15th August 

during flood season and he heard that accused Masum entered into the 
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house of victim and he did beya kam. Witness mean beya kam as rape. In 

cross he stated he can’t say whether accused earlier visit in the house of 

informant or not. He can’t say the name of the person from whom he heard 

that accused committed rape on victim girl.      

21. Evidence of PW-7 Safijul Islam @ Taloi is that incident was took place 

3/4 months back. He deposed on the day of incident he along with accused 

Masum went to the house of victim girl and we played ludo game and they 

bet Rs. 5. He and victim lost twice and accused win two times. Thereafter, 

altercation took place and each one of them snatched ludo board from each 

other and at that time one of his brother Faizuddin seen and asked them 

what happened and he and Masum run away from the house of victim girl. 

He deposed later he heard that this case was lodged by informant against 

accused Masum. In cross he stated he and accused visit the house of victim 

prior to the incident also. He stated in the evening altercation took place in 

between the parents of accused and victim girl. He stated his brother 

Faizuddin also know the incident and there was landed dispute in between 

the family of accused and informant.      

22. Evidence of PW- 8 Nur Hussain is that incident was took place during 

flood season on the day of 15th August. He deposed after reaching home 

from his work, his brother Nur Amin and other two brothers came to his 

house and while they were discussing the matter that accused Masum Ali 

committed rape on victim girl then Sopia, Alia, Sofijul came to their house 

and created nuisance. Thereafter one village mel was called but matter was 

not settled in the   village mel so his brother Nur Amin lodged ejahar at the 

police station. He deposed when he talked with the victim girl, victim girl told 

him that accused Masum had committed rape on her. In cross he stated 

informant is his own brother and to his knowledge victim girl is at present 

reading in class VII and she is second daughter of informant. She stated 

incident was took place at the time of flood and the house was not 

submerged under the water during the flood time but water entered into their 

compound. He denied that the incident was actually about an altercation that 

took place in between victim, accused and one Taloi while playing ludo.  

23. Evidence of PW- 9 Saleha Bibi is that one incident took place in the 

house of informant with his victim daughter on the day of Independence day 

during flood season and incident was committed by accused Masum. She 

deposed discussion was held at the puran house of informant amongst his 

brother on the said incident that was committed by accused Masum in the 
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evening time and at that time Opia, Sopia entered into the Puran house of 

informant armed with lathi and created nuisance and there took place hue 

and cry. In cross she stated her house is after three houses from the Puran 

house of informant and all the brothers of informant were present in the 

Puran house of informant and were discussion about the incident that took 

place in the day time with daughter of informant. She denied that she 

deposed falsely that one incident of quarrel took place in the Puran house of 

informant.   

24. PW- 10 Sahida Bibi deposed incident was took place on the last flood 

season on the day of Independence Day. She deposed in the absence of 

parents of victim girl, accused Masum entered into the house of informant 

and forcefully hold victim girl and she came to know about this fact from 

victim girl. In cross she stated incident was took place on 15th August at 

about 02.00 to 02.30 pm during flood season. She stated house of victim was 

not submerged under water but flood water submerged the road and entered 

into the compound of informant. She stated she did not personally witness 

the incident nor she visited the house of informant at the time incident.  She 

stated police did not ask her about the forceful embracing matter so she did 

not tell police about this fact. She denied the fact that only quarrel took place 

while playing ludo and no other incident of embracing and holding of victim 

took place.  

25. Evidence of PW- 11 Nur Jamal Sk. is that incident was took place on 

the last flood season on the day of Independence Day.  On the day of 

incident while he returned from his paddy field, his brother informant Nur 

Amin Hoque came to his house and told him that in their absence accused 

Masum went to his house and committed rape on victim girl. He deposed 

while they were discussing the fact of the incident accused’s two pehi and 

brother came to his house and created nuisance and they left his house at 

the intervention of the village people. He deposed he went to the house of 

informant and victim girl told him that in absence of her parents accused 

Masum entered into their house and committed rape on her. Thereafter on 

next day his brother took help of police and lodged the ejahar.  In cross he 

stated he can’t say the day of incident. On the day of incident during day 

time he went to the field for planting seedling. He stated he is living with his 

wife Kakila, his mother and his children at his Puran house.  He stated when 

informant came to his house, his other brothers also came and discussed 

about the incident at his home. He stated he did not visit the house of 
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accused.  He denied defence suggestion that he did not made statement 

before the police that two pehi and brother of accused came to his house and 

quarrel and at the intervention of villagers they left their house. He denied  

defence suggestion that he deposed falsely that he heard incident from victim 

and her father, he deposed falsely that altercation was took place, that 

quarrel too place while playing ludo and his brother only to harass the 

accused lodged this false case.  

26. PW-12 Dr. Muskura Ahmed is the MO of the case.  Her evidence is 

that on 17-08-17 she examined Victim girl D/O Nur Amin Hoque of village 

Jagirmahal Pt I under Bilasipara PS on police requisition and found in general 

examination she was conscious and her pulse beating temperature was 

normal, Clothing was normal, no injury found, external genital was intact, 

vagina was normal, anus was normal, no spermatozoa was found in the 

smear supplied. According to her clinical opinion victim was not consistent 

with recent sexual intercourse. In cross she stated according to radiologist 

the age of the patient is 15 years old. She stated as per medical report no 

injury was found on the body of victim.   

27. PW- 13 SI Muktajur Rahman is the IO of the case. His evidence is that 

on 16-08-17 while he was posted at Nayahat out post as i/c one Nur Amin 

Hoque of Jagirmahal Pt I lodged written ejahar at Nayahat out post and after 

GD entry vide no. G D no. 330 dated 16-08-17 he took up the investigation 

and sent ejahar to O/C Bilasipara for registration of police case. He deposed 

during investigation he had recorded the statement of informant and victim at 

the police station, on the next day victim was sent to Dhubri Civil Hospital for 

her medical examination. Thereafter he proceeded to the place of occurrence 

for further investigation of the case, drawn sketch map, recorded the 

statement of the witnesses and finding material that accused Masum Nur 

Siddique committed rape on the victim he made search for him on that day 

but he was not found at his home. Thereafter on next day i.e on 18-08-17 he 

produced victim before the court to record her statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C, on 

24-08-17 accused Masum Nur Siddique surrendered before him.  Thereafter 

he had collected medical report of the victim and after completion of the 

investigation submitted charge sheet against the accused Masum Nur 

Siddique u/s 4 of POCSO Act vide Ext-6.  In cross he stated informant put 

his thumb impression on ejahar. He stated place of occurrence  is  about 2 ½ 

km distance from the Nayahat out post and when he visit the place of 

occurrence, flood water receding down. He stated he did not seize the cloths 
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of victim, there is no adjoining house at the place of occurrence, there is no 

eye witness of this case, he did not record statement of other children apart 

from the parents of the victim. He stated victim girl stated before him that 

accused entered into their house , hold her, gagged her mouth , committed 

rape on her and injured her but victim girl not stated before him that accused 

torn her clothes. He stated Arjina Bibi did not stated before him that victim 

told her that she was lifted by accused then made her lye on ground, then 

again put her on bed but she stated that victim told her that accused had 

committed rape on victim. He stated Safijul Islam @ Taloi stated before him 

that on the day of incident himself and accused Masum went to the house of 

victim and they played ludo game and they bet Rs. 5. He and victim  lost 

twice and accused win two times. Thereafter, altercation took place and each 

one of them snatched ludo board from each other and at that time one of his 

brother Faizuddin seen and asked them what happened and he and accused 

run away from the house of victim. He stated no age certificate was seized by 

him but he had collected medical report of the victim.  

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THERE OFF:- 

28. Prosecution allegation leveled against accused is that accused on 15-

08-17 at about 02.00 pm at village Jogirmohal Pt. I under Bilasipara PS 

entering into the house of informant committed penetrative sexual 

assault/rape on informant’s victim daughter when she was alone at home. 

Therefore, prosecution to prove the charge of section 4 of the POCSO Act 

must bring on record that victim was under the age of 18 years that is she 

was minor at the time of incident and ingredients of section 3 of the POCSO 

Act.  Now, let me scrutinized the material and evidence on record. 

29. I have scrutinized ejahar as well as evidence of PW-1 and CW-1. 

Ejahar as well as statement of informant and other PWs shown that incident 

was took place on 15-08-17, on the Independence Day. The point raised by 

defence counsel is that CW 1 in his cross stated that he had written the 

ejahar on 10-08-17. So based on this ejahar prosecution case does not stand 

and this is a false case. 

30.  I have carefully scrutinized the ejahar. On scrutiny, it is seen that 

writer of the ejahar, actually written date of writing ejahar as 16-08-17 and 

ejahar was read over to the informant and informant put his thump 

impression. After this endorsement, writer put his signature as writer Bahadur 

Islam with card no. 06 and number ‘6’ of 16-08-17 is falls under signature of 
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writer so at the time of cross examination of CW-1, the writer of the ejahar 

may be due to nervousness has stated that he had mentioned the date as 10-

08-17. At first glimpse only round of number ‘6’ is noticed and on minute 

observation it comes to light that it is ‘6’ not ‘0’ and ejahar was written on 16-

08-17 and not on 10-08-17. On the body of ejahar it is seen that incident 

stated to be taken place on 15-08-17 and PW-1 and all other PWs stated that 

incident was taken place on 15-08-17. Evidence of PW-7 whose evidence 

defence relied by citing that on 15-08-17, PW-7, victim and accused played 

ludo game, betting Rs. 5 also shown that incident was took place on 15-08-

17 and ejahar was written on 16-8-17 and on 16-08-17 informant lodged only 

this ejahar before the in-charge of Nayahut police out post under Bilasipara 

PS. Thus, all these factor taken together goes to show that the error of date 

as stated by CW-1, the writer of the ejahar at the time of recording his 

statement is due to nervousness and therefore, same does not anyway 

hamper the prosecution case and it is beyond all reasonable doubt 

established that ejahar was written on 16-08-17 and incident was took place 

on 15-08-17, on the Independence day and therefore, submission of learned 

defence counsel has no merit and same is not accepted. 

31. According to prosecution and Ext-2,ejahar incident was took place on 

15-08-17 at about 02.00- 02.30 pm when victim was alone at home and 

when parents reached home at 4.00-5.00 pm they found their daughter un 

conscious state. After sprinkling water when victim became fit, on asking, 

victim told that accused Masum entered into their house and committed rape 

on her. Thereafter father of the victim who is informant of the case went to 

Puran house to discuss the matter with his brother and evidence shown while 

they were discussing the matter, family members of accused came and 

created nuisance, the informant was only male member of the family of the 

victim, incident was took place at the time of flood on independence day. 

This is a case of rape incident and ejahar shown that it was lodged on 16-08-

17 before the i/c Nayahat out post and i/c Nayahat out post forwarded the 

ejahar to O/C Bilasipara PS  and therefore one day delay in filing of ejahar is 

not fatal for the prosecution case considering the facts and nature of the case 

and circumstances that arose after the incident and prevailing situation at the 

time of incident. Evidence of PW-1 shown that he only filed ext-2 ejahar 

where he put his thump impression. Hon’ble Apex court in State of Punjab vs 

Gurmeet Singh & Ors, (1996) 2 SCC, 384 observed “The courts cannot over-

look the fact that in sexual offences delay in the lodging of the FIR can be 
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due to variety of reasons particularly the reluctance of the prosecutrix or her 

family members to go to the police and complain about the incident which 

concerns the reputation of the prosecutrix and the honour of her family. It is 

only after giving it a cool thought that a complaint of sexual offence is 

generally lodged”. In Tulshidas vs State of Goa, AIR 2004 SC 978 It is held 

that Prosecution case cannot be discarded solely on the ground of delay.  

32. This is a case of sexual assault on a minor girl under the age of 18 

years. Coupled with the aforesaid decision and after going through the facts 

and circumstances of the case I hold that delay of one day in filing the ejahar 

is not fatal for the prosecution case and delay has been properly and 

reasonably explained by the prosecution. 

33. Ld. defence counsel submitted that present case is not based on the 

ejahar Ext-2 and relied the decision of Aleh Ahmed vs State of Assam, 2014 

(2) GLJ 663. I have perused the evidence of PW-1, CW-1 and decision relied 

by the defence side. PW-1 stated that he lodged Ext-2 ejahar. He did not 

denied thumb impression put on the Ext-2 and he stated he lodged Ext-2 

ejahar. Upon scrutiny of evidence of PW-1, CW-1 and PW-13 IO of the case it 

is seen that PW-1 informant admitted he lodging of Ext-2 ejahar before 

Nayahat out post under Bilasipara PS and PW-13 IO received ejahar from 

PW1.Thus, present case is set in motion on receipt of Ext2 ejahar and there is 

one ejahar one GD entry on that ejahar Ext2 and one investigation started 

and therefore submission of ld. defence counsel that prosecution case is 

doubtful as Ext-2 ejahar is not filed by PW-1 has no merit.  

34. Ld. defence counsel argued that age of the victim as per medical 

report is 15 years and this is not the accurate age and is only opinion of the 

expert and if three years is added she is a major and POCSO Act not 

applicable.  

35. MO of the case PW-12 stated according to radiologist, radiological age 

of the patient is 15 years.  On scrutiny of the record it transpires from record 

that IO of the case at the time of production of victim before the court to 

record her statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C enclosed one photocopy of the birth 

certificate of the victim and date of birth mentioned in the certificate is dated 

27-01-2005. In ext-2 ejahar father of the victim mentioned date of birth of 

his victim daughter as 27-01-2005. Victim before the magistrate stated her 

age 12 and before court stated 12+ on the date of recording her evidence. 

Her parents stated she was minor. PW-4 mother stated victim is 12 years old. 

I have taken into account the L.P. school certificate available on record being 
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same is part of the record. Here the school certificate shown victim was 12 

years at the time of incident. I/O did not seized the school certificate by 

preparing seizure list is no fault of victim and for this act of I/O, victim cannot 

be axed and allowed to suffer. There is no cross examination by the defence 

on the age of the victim. Expert opinion is that victim is 15 years. All these 

facts goes to show that victim was minor at the time of incident. In a catena 

of decision Hon’ble Apex court held that there is 2 years plus minus (error) on 

both side of the radiological age. If two years is added then also victim is 

below 18 years at the time of incident. Thus, taking into account all these 

facts the copy of school certificate together with opinion of expert. I have 

come to my definite finding that at the time of incident victim was minor 

under the age of 18 years and submission of learned defence counsel is not 

accepted. 

36. PW-1 is the father of the victim and is informant of this case. He 

stated on 15-08-17 at about 03.00 pm incident was took place and at that 

time he along with his wife not present at home and when they returned 

home they found their victim daughter in an un conscious state, they sprinkle 

water on her face, she regained her sense and on being asked the victim 

disclosed to them that accused Masum entered into their house, grabbed 

victim and committed rape on her and she sustained injury. Thereafter he 

went to the house of his elder brother to disclose the incident to him and as 

there was flood on the next day he lodged the ejahar.  

37. PW-2 is the victim of this case. She stated on the day of incident 

when her parents were away from the house, accused Masum entered into 

their house, gagged her mouth with her chunni, touched her breast and took 

her to bed and forcefully committed rape on her against her will and consent 

and then accused again lift her from bed and put her on ground and again 

committed rape her. Accused torn her wearing apparel. She became 

unconscious. Thereafter her parents came home and when sprinkle water 

and she regain her sense when her parents sprinkle water and she noticed 

her father sprinkling water on her and told her parents that accused Masum 

had committed rape on her entering into their house. Thereafter her father 

went to the house of her jetha (paternal uncle) and at that time accused 

family member created nuisance in the house of her jetha. And on the next 

day her father lodged the ejahar. She stated that accused hold her, gagged 

her mouth and therefore she did not get chance to shout and accused hold 

her hand so she did not get chance to scratch.  
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38. PW-4 is the mother of the victim girl. She stated incident was took 

place on 15th August 2017 during flood season at about 02.00 pm and on the 

day of incident she along with her husband went to their paddy field to take 

stock of flood situation. After reaching home they found their daughter lying 

on the floor in unconscious state and when they sprinkle water on her, she 

regain her sense and on being asked, her daughter told them that in their 

absence accused Masum entered into their house, lifted her, made her lying 

on ground then put her on bed again and in the manner accused had 

committed rape on her. She stated thereafter they informed the matter to 

their Puran house and she heard that Sofior and Opior created chaos at their 

Puran house. She stated one bichar held but accused did not followed the 

bichar and therefore her husband lodged the ejahar. PW-3 stated she knows 

victim informant and accused and incident was took place on 15 August 2017 

during flood season and on next day she heard that accused Masum entered 

into the house of informant. 

39. PW-5 and PW-6 stated they know informant victim and accused and 

heard that accused Masum entered into the house of informant and 

committed rape on victim girl. 

40. PW-8 stated informant is his brother and he knows informant, accused 

and victim. On the day of incident which was taken place on 15 August 2017 

his brother came to his house and they got to know that accused committed 

rape on victim and when they are discussing the matter, accused relative 

came to their house and created nuisance. One village mel was called but it 

was not settled. 

41. PW-9 and PW-10 stated that incident was took place on the 

Independence day. PW-9 stated that incident was committed by accused and 

PW-10 stated that she heard from victim that accused entered into their 

house and forcefully hold her. PW-11 stated that on the day of incident 

accused Masum entering into the house of informant committed rape on 

victim girl.  

42. On scrutiny of the evidence of PW-1, PW-4 and PW-2, the victim of 

the case it appeared that PW-1 and PW-4 heard incident from the mouth of 

victim PW-2 and she corroborated that she disclosed the incident to her 

parents PW-1 and PW-4 and therefore, there evidence is primary evidence 

and they stated before the court what had been heard by them from the 

mouth of the victim and therefore their evidence carries weight. As this is a 

case of sexual assault on girl, there is no eye witness available. 
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43. I have scrutinized the evidence of victim, also perused her statement 

made u/s 164 Cr.P.C which is exhibited by prosecution as Ext-1. Also perused 

her statement made before police u/s 161 Cr.P.C. Before court she stated on 

15-08-17 in absence of her parents at about 02.00- 02.30 pm accused 

Masum entered into their house while she was sitting on chair. Accused 

gagged her mouth with her chunni, touched her breast, took her to bed and 

then committed rape on her and then again put her on ground and raped and 

thereafter accused left her house. She also stated accused torn her wearing 

appeals, beaten her and after the rape she became un conscious and when 

her parents came they sprinkle water and she narrated incident to her 

parents.  Before the Magistrate u/s 164 Cr.P.C she stated that accused 

entering into her house gagged her mouth and forcefully committed sexual 

intercourse with her. On perusal of case diary I find that victim girl disclosed 

before the IO of the case that on 15-08-17 while she was staying at her 

house alone, accused Masum entered into their house, gagged her mouth 

and committed rape on her. First she was put on the bed and then on the 

floor and thereafter accused left her house. On analyzing her evidence before 

the court, her statement made before the magistrate u/s 164 Cr.P.C and her 

statement before police I find that she remain intake and her statement in all 

the stages consistent with each other. The fact that her parents went to field 

and before police she stated that her parents went to medical is nothing but 

minor contradiction and this fact does not in any way shaken her evidence as 

a whole. Whether her parents went to field or medical does not matter when 

she remain intact and consistent with material point. The fact remain 

appearing from her evidence is that at the time of incident she was alone at 

her house and her parents were out of home at the time of incident and 

therefore submission of learned defence counsel has no merit.    

44. PW-1 informant stated that on the day of incident he along with his 

wife went to field and at the time of incident they were not present and their 

victim daughter was present alone at home. And incident was took place on 

15-08-17. On returned back to home PW-1 and PW-4 found their victim 

daughter was lying un-conscious state. They sprinkle water on her face and 

when regain her sense, on being asked what happened to their daughter 

victim girl told them that in their absence accused Masum entered into their 

house, grabbed their daughter and committed rape on her. PW-2 stated 

accused entered into her house through back door. PW-4 stated accused 

lifted her daughter, made her lying on the ground then he put her on bed 
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again and in that manner accused committed rape on her daughter. Both the 

witness stated after coming to know about the incident they went to the 

puran house and when they were discussing the matter of the incident, 

accused family member came to their house and created nuisance. Entry of 

accused in the house of informant on the date of incident also stated by other 

PWs. PW-6 stated accused Masum committed rape on victim. PW-9 stated 

incident was committed by accused Masum and PW-10 stated that accused 

forcefully holds victim, PW-11 and PW-8 stated accused committed rape on 

victim and PW-11 heard incident from victim of the case.  

45. Cumulative reading of evidence of PW-1, PW-4 and victim it is seen at 

the time of incident victim was alone at her house and her parents were not 

present and accused at that time entered into her house and committed rape 

on her. All these materials pointed that all the PWs remain intake and 

defence failed to falsified their piece of evidence. It is the prosecution 

allegation and prosecution evidence that at the time of incident victim was 

alone at her home. PW-3 evidence also shown that accused entered into the 

house of informant and incident was took place on 15-08-17. Naturally on 

that day all schools, offices are closed on being national holiday and police 

personnel’s are too busy on their law and order duty in connection with 

Independence day. PW-5 also stated that accused on 15 August entered into 

the house of informant. PW-6 stated she also heard that accused Masum 

entered into the house of victim and committed rape on her. She stated that 

accused did Beya kam and beya kam according to this witness is rape. PW-8, 

PW-9, PW-11 stated that on the day of incident Nur Amin came to puran 

house and informed them that accused Masum in absence of him and his wife 

entered into their house  and committed rape on his victim daughter and they 

were discussing the matter.  PW-8, PW-9, PW-11 corroborated the statement 

of PW1, PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4 and after the incident when parents came to 

know about the incident they discuss the matter at home. I have perused the 

cross examination of all the PWs. During cross examination by defence they 

failed to distract the witnesses from their stand taken by them in their 

evidence in chief. It is coming out from the cross examination of PWs that at 

the time of incident there was flood but the house of informant was not 

submerged under the water. PW10 also stated on the day of incident accused 

entered into the house of informant and forcefully hold victim. I find that on 

the material point each of the witnesses supported the statement of victim 

that accused on the day of incident entered into her house and committed 
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hold her rape her and at that time victim was alone at her home.  The 

evidence on record pointed corroboration on the material point and evidence 

of victim who is the victim of sexual assault remain in take and her evidence 

consistent with her earlier statement made u/s 161 and 164 Cr.P.C which is 

believable and acceptable beyond all reasonable doubt and therefore decision 

relied by the defence in Tularam Rai @ Gori Rai Vs. State of Assam 2017 CLJ 

is not applicable in the case in hand.   

46. On scrutiny of the record, ejahar, evidence of the PW-13 IO and 

evidence of MO it is seen that victim was examined by doctor on 17-08-17 i.e 

after 2 days of the incident. The victim was examined after 2 days of the 

incident, therefore no spermatozoa found. This is case where victim was 

examined by the doctor on third day of the incident and therefore no 

spermatozoa found. As no spermatozoa is found on examination does not 

mean and include that rape was not committed. In case of sexual intercourse 

spermatozoa may not be found when victim was examined by doctors after 

passing of several days due to many reasons. Taking bath, washing private 

parts, removal of the dress etc. therefore I did not find any merit on the 

argument of the ld. defence counsel that as no spermatozoa found this is not 

the case of rape.  Hence decision of Lal Singh @ lala Vs. State of Himachal 

Pradesh 2016 CLJ 2736 is no help to defence side as factum of present case 

and decision relied by the learned defence counsel are wholly on different 

footing and in the decision relied by the defence side there is lack of co-

relatebility of human semen with the semen of accused and present case 

does not fall in that category.    

47. Ld. defence counsel put much stress on the evidence of PW-7 and 

submitted that evidence of PW-7 bring different story which goes in favour of 

the accused. The evidence of PW-7 also shown that accused on the date of 

incident i.e on 15-08-14 entered into the house of Nur Amin. It is not the 

evidence of PW-7 in cross and defence that he was playing ludo at 02.00 pm 

or he was present in the house of informant with accused and victim on the 

second half of the day. The defence plea is that on that day accused, victim 

and PW-7 played ludo and they bet for Rs. 5. Victim lost the game. Accused 

win but victim refused to pay the bet amount and there was altercation took 

place in between them and they snatched the ludo game. His cross bring 

another point that in the evening there was altercation took place in between 

the parents of accused and victim. The PW-1, PW-2, PW-4, PW-8, PW-11 

stated that when there was discussion took place about the incident the 
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family members of accused came to the puran house of Nur Amin and 

altercated with them. Thus scanning of evidence of PW-7 on the other hand 

goes to show mensrea of accused for commission of the crime and his 

evidence does not bring any different story or parallel story favourable for 

accused and therefore the decision relied by the ld. defence counsel Gani 

Miah & Ors. Vs. State of Tripura 2012(6) GLJ (NOC) 80 is not applicable 

under the fact and circumstances of the present case.  

48. Victim stated that she was gagged by the accused and Ext-3 medical 

report shown doctor does not give detail fact in the form at column no 12  A 

B C D , column no. 11 and column no. 10 and for that victim cannot be held 

responsible as medical report is prepared by the doctors not by the victim. 

More so, in this case when parents of victim girl came to their house they 

found victim in semi-conscious state and when they sprinkle water she regain 

her sense and this fact categorically stated by the victim in her earlier 

statement before the magistrate and police. It is the evidence of victim that 

she was gagged and held up and then accused committed rape on her and 

above all she was examined by doctor on 3rd day of the incident. So, there 

may not be injury marks but fact does not over rule the ocular evidence. It is 

the settle position of law that if there is conflict   in between ocular evidence 

and medical evidence then preference is given to the ocular evidence as 

medical evidence is only opinion of the expert. However in case the medical 

evidence lead the case of the prosecution or it create serious doubt then 

court has to see other evidence. This is a case of rape i.e sexual assault on 

the victim. Victim was examined by doctor on 3rd day after much delay 

therefore there may not be any recent sign of rape and that no recent sign of 

rape does not mean that sexual assault on victim does not took place when 

the evidence of victim is consistent with her other statement and when her 

piece of evidence is corroborated by other PWs and I find that even if the 

medical evidence does not shown recent sign of rape the ocular evidence 

present on report stand on high footing and evidence of victim alone is 

acceptable but in the case in hand her evidence is corroborated by the 

evidence of other PWs. In the case relied by ld. defence counsel Krishna 

Goda & Ors Vs State of Karnataka 2017 CLJ 2830 this case is case of murder 

and injury on dead body as stated by PWs and PM report are not similar and 

present case is case of rape against the girl under the age of 18 years and 

therefore decision relied by the ld. defence counsel does not applicable.   
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49. On scrutiny of the evidence of victim, PW-1, PW-4 and other 

witnesses it is seen that defence during cross could not brought out the 

single point why victim who is minor will speak against the accused and why 

she will falsely implicated the accused making false allegation of rape against 

the accused person when chastity is her most valuable property. There is 

nothing appeared from the cross examination of the PWs to disbelieve their 

evidence or that make their piece of evidence doubtful. There is no enmity or 

dispute in between the family members of victim and accused and nothing 

come out during the cross examination and as such defence plea that 

informant falsely implicated the accused of commission of rape on victim does 

not at all believable and acceptable piece of argument. Without specific and 

concrete defence material against the prosecution witnesses and victim of the 

case of their intention to falsely implicate the accused does not affect the 

prosecution evidence.  

50. In State of Himachal Pradesh Vs Asha Ram, AIR 206 SC, Hon’ble Apex 

court held that “The evidence of prosecutris is more reliable than that of an 

injured witness, the testimony of the victim of sexual assault is vital unless 

there are compelling reasons which necessitate looking for corroboration of 

her statement. The courts should find no difficulty in acting in the testimony 

of the victim of sexual assault alone to convict an accused where her 

testimony inspires confidence and it is found reliable.  

51. In the instant case I find testimony of the victim truthful and same is 

reliable and her evidence is also corroborated by the statement of other Pw. 

There is no reason available on record to disbelief her piece of evidence. It is 

a matter of general perception that offender will not commit rape on victim 

keeping witness and in most of the rape case, rape committed on girl and 

women by their known person and in some case of course rape committed by 

unknown person also and it is noticed by other. But in the case in hand 

accused Masum Nur Siddique, who hails from same village entered into the 

house of victim in the absence of her parents and other siblings and 

committed rape (penetrative sexual assault) on her and after fulfillment of his 

lust he leave her and when her parents came home they found her in 

unconscious state and after sprinkling water she became fit and narrated the 

incident to her parents. Thus when accused committed penetrative sexual 

assault (rape) on victim none seen the incident and except victim there is no 

other witness and evidence of victim is cogent convincing and free from any 

doubt and I find her evidence is best evidence in this case. 
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52. In Bharwada Bhoginibhai Hirajadpai Vs state of Gujrat, AIR, 1983, SC 

753, Hon’ble Apex Curt observed that:- “In the Indian setting, refusal to act 

on the testimony of a victim of sexual assault in the absence of corroboration 

as a rule is adding insult to injury, Why should the evidence of the girl or the 

women who complains of rape or sexual molestation be viewed with the aid 

of spectacles fitted with lenses tinged with doubt, disbelief or suspicion? To 

do so is to justify the charge of male chauvinism in a male dominated society.  

53. Again in State of Himachal Pradesh vs Sanjay Kumar @ Sunny (2017) 

2 SCC 51, The Hon’ble Supreme Court in held that “By now it is well settled 

that the testimony of a victim in cases of sexual offences is vital and unless 

there are compelling reasons which necessitate looking for corroboration of a 

statement, the courts should find no difficulty to act on the testimony of the 

victim of a sexual assault alone to convict the accused. No doubt, her 

testimony has to inspire confidence. Seeking corroboration to a statement 

before relying upon the same as a rule, in such cases, would literally amount 

to adding insult to injury. The deposition of the prosecutrix- has, thus, to be 

taken as a whole. Needless to reiterate that the victim of rape is not an 

accomplice and her evidence can be acted upon without corroboration. She 

stands at a higher pedestal than an injured witness does. If the court finds it 

is difficult to accept her version, it may seek corroboration from some 

evidence which lends assurance to her version. To insist on corroboration, 

except in the rarest of rare cases, is to equate one who is a victim of the lust 

of another with an accomplice to a crime and thereby insult womanhood. It 

would be adding insult to injury to tell as woman that her claim of rape will 

not be believed unless it is corroborated in material particulars, as in the case 

of an accomplice to a crime. Why should the evidence of the girl or the 

woman who complains of rape or sexual molestation be viewed with the aid 

of spectacles fitted with lenses tinged with doubt, disbelief or suspicion? The 

plea about lack of corroboration has no substance”.  

54. In Suman Barman Vs State of Tripura 2014(4) GLJ 288 in para 12 

Hon’ble Tripura High Court observed that “In a case of rape, the victim 

prosecutrix is always a star witness of the occurrence. She is the only witness 

to say what happened to her. If her statement self is found to be worthy of 

credence and is not shaken in cross examination, Otherwise and her 

statement is found to be truthful and inspire confidence based on such 

evidence of the prosecutrix, punishment for rape, is permissible.  
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55. In the case in hand evidence of minor victim girl is corroborated by 

the other witnesses and her unambiguous and unrebutted piece of evidence 

carries weight and is sufficient and satisfactory piece of evidence. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

56. Section 29 of POCSO Act says “Presumption as to certain offences.- 

where a person is prosecuted for committing or abetting or attempting to 

commit any offence under sections 3, 5, 7 and section 9 of this Act, the 

Special Court shall presume, that such person has committed or abetted or 

attempted to commit the offence, as the case may be unless the contrary is 

proved” 

57. Evidence on record clearly pointed that accused Masum Nur Siddique 

committed penetrative sexual assault (rape) on victim finding her alone at her 

home and victim evidence is unimpeached and her evidence alone is 

sufficient to book accused guilty of commission of the prosecution charge u/s 

4 of the POCSO Act against accused. More so in the case in hand evidence of 

victim is corroborated by the evidence of other PWs and there is no rebuttal 

of the prosecution evidence. Section 29 of the POSCO Act draws presumption 

that if sexual assault is alleged by a minor unless it is rebutted by the accused 

it is presumed that accused had committed sexual assault on the minor as 

alleged. In the case in hand victim in a cogent manner in specific words 

stated that accused committed rape on her forcefully and rape amounted to 

penetrative sexual assault within the meaning of section 3 of the POCSO Act 

and same is punishable under section 4 of the POCSO Act and I do not find 

any space/room to disbelief the evidence of victim of the case and her piece 

of evidence is accepted beyond all reasonable doubt against the accused. 

Accordingly I come to my considerate judicious finding that prosecution fairly 

able to establish the charge of section 4 of the POCSO Act against the 

accused Masum Nur Siddique beyond all reasonable doubt and I hold him 

guilty u/s 4 of the POCSO Act and accordingly accused Masum Nur Siddique is 

convicted u/s 4 of the POCSO Act.  

58. Considering the facts and circumstances of the case and nature of the 

offence committed by the convicted accused Masum Nur Siddique @ Masum, 

he is not entitled the benefit of Probation of Offender Act or section 360 

I.P.C. accordingly, convicted accused is heard on the point of sentence. 
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HEARING ON SENTENCE 

59. I have heard accused and his counsel and prosecution side on the 

point of sentence. Accused pleaded mercy and his sentence is written in a 

separate sheet enclosed with the case record. Ld. Accused counsel prayed for 

leniency considering the fact that accused is only earning member of the 

family and he is to look after his ailing father and considering the age of the 

accused and that he is a student of HS. Ld. Addl. P.P submits that accused be 

sentenced in accordance with law. 

60. Considering the nature of the offence and facts and circumstances 

under which accused have committed the offence of rape on victim girl, 

spoiling of her life, loss of chastity and womanhood, mental agony suffered 

by the victim in view of the rape and her future agony because of the rape 

committed on her, her status and future life in the society because of the 

rape, and increasing number of sexual assault on child, I am of the opinion 

that accused does not deserve any leniency and he is to be dealt with 

exemplary punishment.  

RESULT 

61. Accordingly, convicted accused Masum Nur Siddique is sentenced to 

undergo rigorous imprisonment of 10 years RI and to pay fine of ₹ 15,000/- 

i/d another 12 month R.I. u/s 4 of the POCSO Act.  

 ORDER 

62. Accused Masum Nur Siddique is found guilty u/s 4 of the POCSO Act. 

and he is convicted u/s 4 of the POCSO Act and he is sentenced to undergo 

rigorous imprisonment of 10  Years and to pay fine of ₹15,000 /- i/d another  

12 month R.I u/s 4 of POCSO Act.  

63. Period under detention is set off u/s 428 Cr.P.C. Let furnish free copy 

of Judgment to convicted accused Masum Nur Siddique. 

64. The convicted accused is told that he has right to appeal against the 

judgment and order of this court before Hon’ble High court through the jail 

authority or independently of his own. Convicted accused is further informed 

that he is entitled free legal aid to prefer appeal before the Hon’ble High 

court. 

65. Right to life and protection is a fundamental right and none can 

snatch it and state duty is to protect life of person and his property. 

Increasing number of crime in the society means failure on the part of state 
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to protect the life and property of the citizen of the State and State has to 

compensate the same to the victim of the case. Form the evidence on record 

it is appeared that PW-2 who is a minor is a victim of rape sexual assault  

case and due to rape on her she immensely suffered mental agony which is 

not measurable, countable and not perceivable and because of the rape her 

esteem is effected and her agony is not countable. In murder case person is 

killed but in respect of rape/sexual assault victim, the very soul of the victim 

killed, she lost her chastity which is the most valuable assets of the 

girl/woman, her dignity, esteem in the society lowered and she is made to 

suffer and she is looked in other ways for no fault of her and therefore, she 

being victim of rape case needs rehabilitation for her future security and 

therefore, I find victim of this case PW-2 entitled compensation u/s 357A 

Cr.P.C under Victim Compensation Scheme and secretary DLSA, Dhubri will 

determine the quantum of the compensation payable to the PW-2 victim of 

this case.  

66. Send copy of judgment and order along with copy of charge sheet to 

learned secretary DLSA, Dhubri for determination of the quantum of 

compensation under the victim compensation scheme under section 357A 

Cr.P.C. 

67. Send copy of judgment to learned District Magistrate Dhubri u/s 365 

Cr.P.C. 

68. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 17th day of May, 2018 

at Bilasipara.  

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                       Special Judge, Bilasipara 

   

Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

     Special Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

 PW-1 Nur Amin Hoque,  

 PW-2 victim,  

 PW-3 Sufaddi Sk.,  

 PW-4 Arjina Bibi,  

 PW-5 Kasem Ali,  

 PW-6 Moklesh Ali,  

 PW-7 Safijul Islam @ Taloi,  

 PW-8 Nur Hussain,  

 PW-9 Saleha Bibi,  

 PW-10 Sahida Bibi,  

 PW-11 Nur Jamal Sk.,  

 PW-12 Dr. Muskura Ahmed &  

 PW-13 SI Muktajur Rahman  

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:-  

 Ext-1 Statement of victim recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C,  

 Ext-2 Ejahar,  

 Ext-3 Medical Report,  

 Ext-4 Report of Radiologist,  

 Ext-5 Sketch Map,  

 Ext -6 Charge Sheet 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- CW-1 Md. Bahadur Islam 

 

 

                                                                  (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

             Special Judge, Bilasipara 


